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Abstract 

Windcatcher is an effective technique for naturally ventilating a space and improving indoor air 
quality. A common problem for modern and traditional windcatchers is air short-circuiting. Air-
short-circuiting in windcatchers occurs when the air entering through the supply channel 
immediately exits through the exhaust channel without circulating and mixing inside the 
enclosed space. Several previous works on windcatchers have observed the “short-circuiting” 
effect and concluded that it has a negative impact on the ventilation performance however, no 
work have provided a solution to eliminate this effect. The present study will address this issue 
by incorporating a component called the anti-short-circuiting device (ASCD) and investigating 
its potential to eliminate air short-circuiting in windcatchers and improve ventilation 
performance. Two methods were employed in this research: experimental and Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) study. For the experimental work, three scaled models were studied in a 
wind tunnel. The CFD modelling was validated using the air velocity measurements and good 
correlation was observed with average error below 10%. The results showed that the ASCD 
windcatcher with angles between 20°-80° prevented air-short-circuiting while supplying up to 
40-51 l/s per occupant, which is higher than the minimum recommendations of ASHRAE62.2 
and BS5925. In addition, the windcatcher without ASCD showed 8% higher CO2 concentration 
in the room, indicating that the ASCD windcatcher was more effective in removing stale air out 
of the room. Furthermore, the average air velocity in the room at sitting height with the ASCD 
windcatcher was 19-28% higher than windcatcher without ASCD.  
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1. Introduction 

Buildings are responsible for 40% of the global energy consumption and accounts for around 

30% of the carbon emissions all over the world [1]. Moreover, almost 60% of total energy 

consumption in buildings is used for Heating, Ventilating, and Air conditioning (HVAC) systems 

[2]. Generally, it is required that the HVAC system energy use is minimized but without 

compromising the comfort and health of occupants [3]. Since people spend 80% to 90% of their 

time in indoor spaces, appropriate indoor air quality (IAQ) and comfort must be provided [4]. 

One promising solution that has gained attention is the incorporation of natural ventilation in 

buildings [5]. Recently, natural ventilation techniques such as windcatchers are increasingly 

being employed in buildings for increasing the fresh air rates and reducing the energy 

consumption [6]. 

A windcatcher can be defined as an architectural element placed on the building roof [7], which 

provides fresh air to the interior living spaces and release stale air through windows or other 

exhaust segments [8]. It is not straightforward to ascertain the first origin of windcatcher in the 

world. However, during archaeological investigations conducted by Masouda in 1970s, the first 

historical evidence of windcatcher was found in the site of Tappeh Chackmaq near Shahrood, 

Iran which dates back to 4000 BC [9,10]. Traditionally, windcatcher has been utilized in Persian 

Gulf countries such as Iran, Iraq, Qatar and Emirates as well as North Africa region like Egypt 

and Algeria [11].  

Bahadori et al. [12] stated that the main benefit of windcatcher, like other passive technologies, 

is that it exploits wind renewable energy for their operation so they are considerably cost 

effective and more healthier. In addition to improving human comfort, they have low 

maintenance cost due to having no moving parts, capturing and supplying clean and fresh air at 

roof level compared to low level windows [13]. Although it has many advantages, a problem of 

both modern and traditional multi-channel windcatchers is air-short-circuiting that is reported by 

different scholars in previous studies [14–19] and has a negative impact on the ventilation 

performance of windcatcher. Air-short-circuiting occurs when the air entering through the supply 

channel immediately exits through the exhaust without circulating inside the enclosed space (see 
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Fig. 1) [8,20]. Montazeri claimed that short-circuiting is one of the most influencing factor in 

decreasing the efficiency of a multi-channel windcatcher system [8].  

 

Fig. 1. Air-short-circuiting in a room with a two-sided windcatcher. 

 

Montazeri et al. [15] studied a reduced-scale model (1:40) of two-sided windcatcher for various 

air incident angles in a wind tunnel. Moreover, the work developed numerical CFD and 

analytical models to validate the accuracy of the experimental results. It was established that for 

high air incident angles, short-circuiting appears into the wind tower system and reaches its 

maximum value at air incident angle of 60.  

Hughes & Ghani [16] carried out the CFD modelling of a four-sided windcatcher to analyze the 

effect of the control mechanism of air flow inside the system. In the CFD study, nineteen 

numerical models were created in different damper angles range of 0–90° with an interval of 5°. 

The computational results indicated that the optimum operating occurs at a damper angle range 

of 45 to 55° which in this angle the minimum of short-circuit was observed compared with other 

angle.  

Hughes and  Ghani [21] conducted a CFD study of a commercial windcatcher ventilation 

performance and compared against current British Standards. The different wind direction was 

Short-circuit 
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simulated in order to find the effect of the dampers on the flow, and whether they can reduce 

some of the short-circuiting phenomena. The results showed that when the flow is counter 

current to the direction of the damper a higher velocity was observed through the diffuser, which 

specifies that some of the short-circuiting has been removed by the damper and averagely, the 

delivered performance was improved by nearly 5%. 

Afshin et al. [22] also investigated the natural ventilation performance of a two-sided 

windcatcher for various wind angles using wind tunnel and smoke testing. The smoke testing 

revealed that the air streams towards the bottom of the windcatcher channel are divided into two; 

the first stream tends to move to the room below. The second stream tends to move to the 

leeward side of the windcatcher and leaves the exhaust opening without flowing inside the room 

(short-circuiting). 

From the review of the literature, it can be summarized that a few of studies concluded that the 

air-short-circuiting is a major inefficiency factor. Although some of researchers paid attention 

toward the role of damper to reduce this problem, none of them offered a solution to eliminate it. 

Hence, due to the lack of knowledge in this field, this research takes an opportunity to improve 

the ventilation performance of windcatcher by employment a new component which is called in 

this paper as anti-short-circuit device (ASCD) to direct the air flow as a fin. Therefore, the 

objectives of current research are the following: 

 First, to study the effect of ASCD on the short-circuit problem and compare the 

performance of the windcatcher with ASCD and the reference windcatcher (without 

ASCD) in low wind speed climate of Malaysia.  

 The second objective is to determine the influence of ASCD on indoor air quality and 

CO2 concentration inside the building and also the exhaust airflow. 

It should be noted that, although damper and ASCD have some similarities, the main function of 

damper is to reduce air flow rate and prevent from high air velocity entering the interior space, 

however, the function of ASCD is to direct and guide the air flow to prevent from short-circuit 

and make more efficient air circulation. Hence, damper is utilized in area with high wind speeds 
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such as the UK [21] and cannot have functionality in low wind speed climate but ASCD can be 

used in low wind speed climate (such as Malaysia) to improve the ventilation performance. 

2. Research methodology 
This research employed two investigative methods: experimental and computational fluid 

dynamics (CFD) study. Previous studies proved that these methods are reliable in terms of 

evaluating the ventilation performance of windcatchers [23] . The experiment can be done in 

either full-scale or reduced-scale wind tunnel test. Like many previous works that assessed the 

windcatcher, the wind tunnel test was selected for the experimental study because a controllable 

environment was necessary to study the effect of different flow speeds and also due to the lower 

cost. In addition, the reduced-scale model can predict the behavior of the flow same as the full 

scale model provided that the similarity in geometry and Reynolds number are achieved [24]. 

Both of these research methods are explained in the following sections in details. 

2.1 Experimental procedure and wind tunnel set-up 

In aerodynamic research, the Reynolds number determines the patterns of air flow around a 

building and the related wind loads. Thus, the reduced-scale model tested in wind tunnel should 

ideally experience the same Reynolds number exactly as the actual case in a real environment 

[6,15,24]. Nevertheless, even in very large wind tunnels which can run at high wind speeds, it is 

usually difficult to simulate scaled models at exactly similar Reynolds number as it will be in a 

full scale environment. But, if the Reynolds number is not less than 10,000, the similarity of 

Reynolds number for the model and real object for sharp edges of model is negligible because 

flow separation occurs fixedly in these sharp points regardless of Reynolds number and thus, the 

wind reaction is nearly independent from Reynolds number [6]. In this study it was ensured that 

Reynolds number value was above the acceptable range by running the wind tunnel at 10 m/s. 

 

One of the potential challenging issues of wind tunnel testing is blockage which can be defined 

as model frontal area over test section cross-sectional area. It is suggested to select suitable 

scaling factor that can achieve blockage of less than 5% [25]. Models with relative dimensions 

larger than this would force the air flow to be squeezed between the model and wind tunnel walls 

in an unrealistic manner which require blockage corrections [6,8] and [25]. Therefore, to avoid 
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the above matter with considering test section area and model cross-sectional area, the model 

was scaled down by 1:10 to achieve a blockage less than 5%. 

Generally, windcatchers are classified in five groups of one-sided, two-sided, four, six and eight-

sided. Based on the study [8], the efficiency of the two-sided is higher than other types, 

particularly in zero wind incident angle, which can induce the most volume of air flow into the 

room. Hence, this type is a typical conventional windcatcher in regions with predominant wind 

direction [15] and [26]. Therefore, two-sided windcatcher was selected for this study due to 

predominant wind direction (northeast and southwest) in Malaysia [27]. 

To conduct the experimental study, three reduced-scale models of the two-sided windcatcher 

with different ASCD angles were created. The models were made from Plexiglas with a 

thickness of 5 mm. The Plexiglas sheets were cut by laser with accuracy of 0.001 mm. As shown 

in  

Fig. 2 (a), the three reduced-scale models were located above a rectangular cuboid with 600 mm 

length, 400 mm width and 300 mm height (representing a small class room). The room used in 

the analysis did not include window openings. It should be noted that previous work by [29] 

already carried out detailed analysis on performance of windcatchers assisted with windows.  It 

is  Since wing walls can be effective to improve ventilation in situations with low wind speed 

such as Malaysia [28]; thus, the windcatcher was integrated with wing walls with angle of 20°. 

However, studying the effect of this integration is out of the scope of this research and will be 

assessed in the future study presented by authors.  

The windcatcher consisted of two channels which were separated with internal partition wall 

with 5 mm thickness. The heights of windcatcher and wing walls were 150 mm. The justification 

for the height selection is the fact that the height of traditional windcatchers are mostly between 

1.5 m to 3 m and modern windcatchers are shorter than traditional ones for better adoption with 

current buildings [30].  The size of openings and cross-sections of windcatcher were 100 mm by 

100 mm. The  justification of the size of opening was based on typical size as described in the 

references [31]. The models with ASCD were similar but with different angle of 30°, 60° and 

90° (angle of く in  
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Fig. 2 (b)). 

 
(a) Scaled models with ASCD in the wind tunnel (from left to right く=90°, く =60° and く = 30°). 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. (a) The three scaled models with ASCD in the wind tunnel (from left to right く=90°, く =60° and く = 30°), 

(b) The dimension of models with different angle of く 

(c) The positions of I and E points in inlet and outlet  

Hot-wire Hot-wire 
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(b) The dimension of models with different angle of く, (c) The positions of I and E points in inlet and outlet 
diffuser of models (all the dimensions are in mm). 

 

The experiment was conducted in the Low Speed Wind Tunnel (UTM-LST) of University 

Technology Malaysia (UTM) which is a closed┽circuit, horizontal return wind tunnel with a 

rectangular test section of 2 m (W) * 1.5 m (H) * 5.8 m (L). Based on the wind data of Malaysia, 

the predominant directions of the wind are northeast and southwest with an average of  2.5 m/s 

[27], [32] and [33]. Therefore, with respect to scale number of 1:10, the wind speed in wind 

tunnel should be set to 25 m/s to achieve the same Reynolds number. However, due to safety and 

strength of models, the wind speed was adjusted to 10 m/s.  

During the test, the air velocity was measured in six points (I1  札 I6) in inlet diffuser and six points 

(E1 札 E2) in outlet diffuser ( 

Fig. 2 (c)). In order to locate the sensor inside the inlet diffuser channel, two holes (slightly 

larger diameter than the hot-wire sensor) were drilled on one side of the windcatcher as shown in 

Fig. 2 (c) (see orange arrows). The hot-wire sensor can traverse inside the channel to re-position 

between points. Similarly, two holes were also drilled on the outlet diffuser side to measure the 

exhaust flow velocities. The test consisted of 12 steps of data recoding for each model (totally 

36). Points (I1 札 I6) and (E1 札 E2) are positioned in a symmetric grid in a horizontal plane (parallel to 

roof) in supply and exhaust channel. For each point, the measurement was done in Z vertical 

direction (parallel to channel) with duration of 1 minute which was repeated 3 times to have a 

more reliable data. 

The method used for air velocity measurement was Constant Temperature Anemometry (CTA). 

The air velocity data logger utilized in this investigation was an OMEGA® HHF-SD1 

combination standard thermistor anemometer and a hot wire which had multiple features that 

was required in this study. The OMEGA® HHF-SD1 had an accuracy of 5% of reading and 

resolution of 0.01 m/s. The hot wire sensor had 4 µm diameter, 1.27 mm long and can measure 

mean and fluctuating velocities in one-dimensional flows. 
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2.2 Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) modelling 

The CFD simulation consisted of two phases. First phase was conducted for the validation of 

numerical method. In this phase, the computational domain and boundary conditions were 

selected to replicate the actual experimental conditions. A uniform flow wind speed of 10m/s 

was used for this analysis. Three models were simulated:  windcatcher with 30°, 60° and 90° 

ASCD. In the second phase, an atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) flow model was used to 

investigate the performance of the windcatcher with ASCD in terms of airflow distribution, 

short-circuiting, supply rates and IAQ. 

The computational domain used in this study for simulating ABL flows around different types of 

windcatcher configurations is illustrated in Fig. 3 (a). The domain size and location of model 

were based on the guideline of COST 732 [34] for environmental wind flow studies. The COST 

732 suggested that for a single building with height of H, the lateral extension of the domain 

should be 5H (the distance between building’s sidewalls and the lateral boundaries of the 

computational domain). For extension of the domain in flow direction, 5H was recommended for 

inlet. For the outlet, the boundary should be positioned at least 15H behind the building to allow 

the flow to re-develop behind the wake region, as fully developed flow is normally assumed as 

the boundary condition in steady RANS calculations. For the vertical extension of the domain, 

COST 732 advised between 4H and 10H with considering the effect of blockage [34]; So, to 

minimize the blockage, 10H was selected. 
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Fig. 3. (a) The computational domain for the ABL flow simulations, (b) Internal domain for the CO2 distribution 
simulation. 
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(a) Domain for the ABL flow 
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The study will also investigate the effect of the addition of the ASCD on the indoor CO2 

concentration, which will also be used identify the airflow short-circuiting inside the 

windcatcher. For the CO2 distribution simulation, the room was filled with 15 occupants (equally 

distributed inside the room) as shown in Fig. 3 (b). The simplified exhalation (constant 

exhalation) model proposed by [19, 35] was used for the CO2 distribution analysis. The model of 

the occupant was simplified to a 1.80m x 0.30m x 0.17m cuboid shape. The area for the mouth 

opening is equal to 0.13m x 0.10m. Average value of 6l/min of exhaled air was assumed for the 

simulation [19, 35]. The spacing of the occupants was based on reference [19]. The air was 

modelled as an incompressible fluid consisting of the species: oxygen (O2), carbon dioxide (CO2) 

and water steam (H2O). 

擢盤諦超捺鉄匪擢痛 髪 椛 ゲ 盤貢桁潮鉄憲匪 噺 伐椛 ゲ 倹潮鉄 (Equation 1) 

擢盤諦超捺鉄匪擢痛 髪 椛 ゲ 盤貢桁潮鉄憲匪 噺 伐椛 ゲ 倹潮鉄 (Equation 2) 

擢盤諦超捺鉄匪擢痛 髪 椛 ゲ 盤貢桁潮鉄憲匪 噺 伐椛 ゲ 倹潮鉄 (Equation 3) 

where 貢 is density of fluid, t is time and u refers to fluid velocity vector and Yi is mass fraction of 

i-th air constituent. The governing equations for continuity, momentum and energy conservation 

were not included here but can be found in the ANSYS 14.5 Fluent theory guide [36]. The 

comparison of the simplified exhalation model used in this study with results of [35] is detailed 

in Fig. A1. 

The three-dimensional and steady Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) computations 

were performed using the commercial CFD code FLUENT 14.5 to solve the flow equations. The 

computational model employed the control volume method and the Semi-Implicit Method for 

Pressure-Linked Equations (SIMPLE) velocity-pressure coupling algorithm with the second 

order upwind discretization. Based on the turbulence model analysis, the standard k- ご model 

was used as the turbulence model (see the details in section 3.2.4.2). The use of the standard k- 綱 

model on natural ventilation studies was also found in previous works of [16] and [18] to be 
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reliable and accurate.  The governing equations for k- 綱 turbulence were not included here but 

can be found in the ANSYS 14.5 Fluent theory guide [36]. 

2.2.1 Mesh generation 
The computational volumes were applied with non-uniform mesh due to the complexity of the 

geometry shape. The meshed model comprised of 1.5 mil nodes and 8.5 mil elements. The mesh 

around the windcatcher and openings were refined to ensure that the flow field was accurately 

captured in the simulations. The mesh was based on a grid sensitivity and flux balance analysis 

that will be described in Section 2.2.2. 

2.2.2 Solution convergence and flux balance 
There are no common metrics for deciding solution convergence. Residuals that are useful for 

one type of simulation are sometimes misrepresentative for other types of simulations. Therefore 

it is important to decide solution convergence not only by investigative residual levels, but also 

by monitoring relevant variables [36]. In this study, the convergence of the solution and relevant 

variables such as inflow and outflow velocities were monitored and the solution was completed 

when there were no changes between iterations. In addition to monitoring residuals and solution 

variables, the property conservation was also checked if achieved. This was carried out by 

performing a mass flux balance for the converged solution. This option was available in the 

FLUENT flux report panel which allows computation of mass flow rate for boundary zones. For 

the simulation of windcatcher, the mass flow rate balance was below the required value or <1% 

of smallest flux through domain boundary (inlet and outlet). 

2.2.3 Boundary conditions 
The boundary conditions were specified according to guidelines of AIJ [37] and COST 732 [34]. 

The profiles of the airflow velocity U and turbulent kinetic energy k were imposed at the inlet 

which were based on [38], with the streamwise velocity of the approaching flow obeying the 

power law with an exponent of 0.25 which corresponds to a sub-urban terrain. The velocity at H 

was 1.54m/s. The values of 計 for the k-epsilon turbulence models were acquired by assuming 

local equilibrium of Pk = ѓ [34]. The standard wall functions [39] were applied to the wall 

boundaries except for the bottom wall or ground, which had its wall functions adjusted for 

roughness [40]. According to [40], this should be specified by an equivalent sand-grain 

roughness height ks and a roughness constant Cs. The horizontal non homogeneity of the ABL 
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was limited by adapting sand-grain roughness height and roughness constant to the inlet profiles, 

following the equation of [41]: 

倦鎚 噺 苔┻胎苔戴佃轍寵濡   (Equation 4) 

Where 権待 is the aerodynamic roughness length of the sub-urban terrain. The values selected for 

sand-grain roughness height and a roughness constant 1.0 mm and 1.0 [38]. The sides and the top 

of the domain were established as symmetry boundary conditions, indicating zero normal 

velocity and zero gradients for all the variables at the side ant top wall. At the outlet boundary 

wall, zero static pressure was used. Summary of the boundary conditions are shown in Table 1 

and Table 2. The comparison of our results with [38] is presented in the Appendix section. 

 

Table 1 Summary of boundary conditions for the domain 

Parameter Domain  

Micro-Climate Fluid zone 

Walls 

Top: Symmetry 

Side: Symmetry 

Bottom: Wall 

Macro-climate Fluid zone 

Operating Pressure Atmospheric 

Viscous Model k- ご (standard) 

Near-Wall Treatment Standard wall functions 

Velocity Inlet ABL Profile   

Pressure Outlet 0 Pa 

Solver Type Pressure-based 

Time Steady 

 

Table 2 Boundary conditions for the CO2 simulation. 

 
Human body dimension 1.80 x 0.30 x 0.17 m3  [19, 35] 
Number of occupants 15 
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Mouth dimension 0.13 x 0.1 m2  [35] 
Exhaled air 6 l/min (0.77 m/s)  [35] 
Inlet CO2 concentration 382 ppm  [35] 
Exhaled air CO2 concentration 36,000 ppm  [35] 

2.2.4 Sensitivity analysis 

3.2.4.1 Grid adaption 
In order to ensure that the numerical model was independent from the grid size, different number 

of grids were evaluated (4, 8 and 12 million elements). The computational mesh was based on a 

mesh sensitivity analysis which was performed by conducting additional simulations with same 

domain and boundary conditions but with various mesh sizes. The area-weighted average value 

of the inflow velocity in the vertical height of the room was taken as the error indicator (Fig. 4), 

as the grid was refined from coarse 4 million to fine 12 million elements. The maxim error 

between the fine and medium size mesh was obtained at height of 2.8m which was 2.1% which 

was equivalent to ±0.015m/s. Thus, the repetition of numerical model with finer mesh had no 

considerable effects on the results. Consequently, using the mentioned mesh size was sufficiently 

accurate and no need for the finer mesh.  

 

Fig. 4. Grid sensitivity analysis of different sizes: 4million (coarse), 8million (medium) and 12 million (fine). 
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3.2.4.2 Sensitivity of turbulence model  
Turbulence model validation is a fundamental importance for the reliability of CFD simulations. 

The objective of turbulence sensitivity analysis was to verify that the selected turbulence model 

was able to present the most accurate prediction of the flow. For this reason, three turbulence 

models were evaluated including (1) the standard k-i  (Sk-i) model, (2) the realizable k-i (Rk-i) 

model and (3) the renormalization group k-i model (RNG k-i). The predictions of the three 

different turbulence models on the airflow velocity in I and E points of inlet and outlet channels 

of windcatcher with 30° ASCD are presented in Table 3. The standard k-i model clearly 

provided the best agreement with the experimental data. The average of difference between 

experimental data and mentioned model was 9.3% (lower than the other two models). Therefore, 

standard k-i model was selected for current numerical study which was in agreement with 

pervious windcatcher studies in reference of  [16] and [18].  

Table 3 The air velocity (m/s) results of turbulence sensitivity analysis for windcatcher with 60° ASCD. 

Point Experiment Sk-i RNG k-i Rk-i 

i1 3.40 m/s 4.00 m/s 3.15 m/s 2.70 m/s 

i2 4.90 m/s 4.50 m/s 3.59 m/s 3.02 m/s 

i3 4.90 m/s 4.20 m/s 4.05 m/s 2.70 m/s 

i4 6.40 m/s 6.65 m/s 5.84 m/s 6.75 m/s 

i5 6.70 m/s 6.80 m/s 5.84 m/s 6.75 m/s 

i6 6.50 m/s 6.65 m/s 5.4 m/s 6.75 m/s 

e1 5.90 m/s 5.90 m/s 5.84 m/s 5.85 m/s 

e2 5.60 m/s 5.50 m/s 7.65 m/s 4.92 m/s 

e3 5.80 m/s 5.60 m/s 5.40 m/s 5.85 m/s 

e4 6.40 m/s 6.50 m/s 6.30 m/s 6.75 m/s 

e5 6.40 m/s 6.50 m/s 7.19 m/s 6.30 m/s 

e6 6.70 m/s 6.50 m/s 7.19 m/s 6.75 m/s 

Average of difference with 
experiment 9.30% 12.00% 11.09% 
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3 Results and discussion 

3.1 CFD validation with wind tunnel measurements 

To validate the numerical method, the CFD results were compared against the experimental data 

obtained from wind tunnel testing of three scaled models. Fig. 5 (a), (b) and (c) demonstrate the 

air velocity results obtained from experimental test and CFD simulation (measured in points I1 札 

E6 in  

Fig. 2 (c)) related to the windcatchers with 60°, 30° and 90° ASCD. The average error were 

6.82% for the windcatcher with 30° ASCD, 9.3% for the 60° ASCD and 6% for the 90° ASCD. 

Hence, it can be established that the simulation agreed with experimental data and validated. 

Most of the measurements and CFD data were in good agreement except for point e2 in the 

windcatcher with 30° ASCD. This is probably due to the turbulence model standard k-epsilon 

which is limited in terms of predicting complex flows such as flow separations. This complex 

flows can be observed in Figure 7b in the exhaust channel of the windcatcher. 
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Fig. 5. Comparison between experimental and simulation results for windcatcher with 60°, 30° and 90° ASCD. 
Errors bars with 5% value. 

3.2 CFD simulation results  

3.2.1 Overall airflow velocity analysis  
Fig. 6 (up) shows the velocity contours of a cross-sectional plane inside the computational 

domain representing the airflow distribution inside the room with the two-sided windcatcher 

without ASCD (reference case). As observed, the approach wind profile entered from the left 

side of the domain and the airflow slowed down as it approached the building and lifted up. 

Separation zones were observed on the front side of the building and front edge of the roof which 

affected the airflow entering the windcatcher. The airflow inside the supply of the windcatcher 

was re-directed downwards when it hit the partition wall, causing the airflow to speed up near 

the partition wall reaching up to 1.2 m/s. The airflow induced inside the room spread as it 

reached the floor causing airflow recirculation on all sides. The airflow was recirculated inside 

the room and exited the space through the exhaust channel of the windcatcher; this was aided by 

the large airflow re-circulation generated at the back of the windcatcher and building model. The 

airflow short-circuiting effect was not very clear from the velocity contours hence, it will be 

analyzed separately in Section 4.2.3. Likewise, Fig. 6 (down) shows the analysis of the velocity 

contours in and around the windcatcher with a 30° ASCD. It was clear that a similar pattern was 

observed until the diffuser section of the windcatcher where the airflow was directed towards the 

left corner of the room.  
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Fig. 6. Air velocity contours in windcatcher without ASCD (up) and with 30° ASCD (down). 
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3.2.2 Airflow short-circuiting analysis  
Short-circuiting of ventilation air occurs when ventilation air enters and leaves a space or duct 

before it has a chance to mix well enough with room air to do the job it was intended to do which 

is to adequately dilute indoor pollutants. Short-circuiting of ventilation air can occur for 

any system where air is supplied in close proximity to where air is returned. Where outlet or inlet 

placement does not allow for much separation as observed in Fig. 7 (a). Nevertheless, Fig. 7 (b) 

proves that the ASCD can prevent or reduce the short-circuit phenomenon by re-directing the 

supply air away from the exhaust stream. 

    

(a) reference windcatcher (without ASCD). 

 

(b) windcatcher with 30° ASCD 

Fig. 7. Velocity vectors of mid-plane inside the domain with reference windcatcher (a) and windcatcher with 30° 
ASCD (b). 

Airflow short-circuit 
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The red dashed line in Fig. 8 denotes the airflow crossing the green plane (1.5m (H) x 1m (L)) 

towards the exhaust side of the windcatcher. In this study, this plane was used to quantify the 

airflow (y-velocity) that enters the exhaust stream instead of entering the space. The blue and red 

planes are used to measure the average speed inside the supply and exhaust channels to 

investigate the effect of the addition of ASCD on the supply and exhaust rates. The yellow plane 

is used to plot the airflow distribution inside the space.      

 

 

Fig. 8. Measurement planes for inflow (blue), outflow (red), air short-circuit (green) and indoor airflow distribution 
(yellow). 

 

The Fig. 9 shows the averaged velocity and direction of the air flow inside the green plane; a 

positive value indicates the supply stream airflow crossing the plane and entering the exhaust 

region, while a negative value indicates the exhaust stream crossing the plane and entering the 

supply region. The middle line or the zero value indicates that supply stream does not enter the 

exhaust area and exhaust stream does not enter the supply area. The results indicated that all the 
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ASCD was able to keep the supply airflow stream in the supply area (left region) except for the 

90° ASCD, however it was minimal and very close to the middle line. Without the ASCD, the 

airflow supply stream enters the exhaust region at a higher average speed (0.26 m/s). 

 

Fig. 9. The averaged velocity and direction of air flow inside green plane in windcatchers with ASCD (in different 
angle) and the reference windcatcher. 

 

3.2.3 Supply rates as a prominent IAQ parameter 
Air flow rate is an important factor for IAQ analysis since most of the standards suggest the 

minimum requirement based on this factor. In Fig. 10, it can be observed windcatcher with 

ASCD had more air speed (averaged) in the supply than the reference case in high angles (60° to 

90°) but the ASCD slightly lowers the speed of the airflow at lower angles. This is because at 

lower angles, the ASCD blocks a larger area of the diffuser of the windcatcher. The maximum 

velocity, which occurred at 90°, was 6% more than reference case and 20% more than the 

minimum (20°). Hence, beside the short-circuit reduction, the higher angle ASCDs also 

improved the air supply rate. 
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Fig. 10. The averaged air velocity (in diffusers) and supply rate of fresh air of windcatchers with ASCD (in different 
angles) and the reference windcatcher. 

 

Moreover, Fig. 10 illustrates the calculated supply rates of the windcatcher with and without 

ASCD. The calculation was based on the room with 15 occupants and wind speed of 2.5m/s. As 

observed, all configuration was able to supply more than 40 l/s per occupant which is higher than 

ASHRAE 62 and BS5925:1991 minimum requirement for indoor environment of educational 

space [42]. ASCDs with high angle (60° to 90°) could supply more fresh air than the reference 

case. Comparing ASCD windcatcher with other windcatchers assessed in previous studies can 

reveal its better performance over them. For instance, Hughes and Ghani [21] in their studied 

evaluated a 1mx1m commercial four-sided windcatcher in different wind speeds with same 

dimension as this study. The maximum supply rate, which they achieved, was 32 L/s/occupant 

but at 5 m/s wind speed. Consequently, windcatcher with ASCD was able to provide 60% more 

fresh air than the commercial one but in two times less wind speed which proves its higher 

ventilation efficiency. Likewise, in other study conducted by Calautit and Hughes [6], their 

1mx1m commercial windcatcher could produce 27 l/s/occupant at 3 m/s wind speed in 

approximately same size classroom which was also nearly two times less than the windcatcher in 

this study. 
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3.2.4 Indoor airflow analysis  
The airflow jet was slight offset toward the left region of the room with 30° and 60° ASCD 

windcatcher and therefore greater airflow speed was observed in the left region as shown in    

Fig. 11. Two horizontal planes (similar to yellow plane in Fig. 8) were used to plot the contours: 

breathing height at sitting position (1m) and standing position (1.7m) with respect to 

ASHRAE55 standard recommendations [43]. For the sitting height (Fig. 11), it can be observed 

that the addition of ASCD improved the airflow distribution and a slightly higher average speed 

was calculated for the ASCD configurations. It can be observed that the dark blue spots or 

airflow <0.1m/s was less for the ASCD models as compared to the base model. Similar 

observation was made for the contours at standing height in Fig. 12, except for the 90° ASCD 

which had higher airflow.    

In addition, the minimum average of air velocity of 1m sitting plane in the room (Fig. 11) with 

ASCD windcatcher was seen in 30° ASCD with 0.167m/s which was 19% higher than reference 

windcatcher. But the maximum was 60° with 0.18m/s which increased 28% than the reference 

windcatcher (without ASCD). However, the minimum and maximum differences with reference 

case for 1.7m standing plane were 27% to 37% belonged to 30° and 60° respectively. 
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Fig. 11.  Velocity contours of mid-plane (1 m) at sitting breathing height with windcatcher with and without ASCD. 
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Fig. 12. Air velocity contours of mid-plane (1.7m) at standing breathing height with windcatcher with and without 

ASCD. 
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3.2.5 Indoor air quality analysis  
Windcatcher with 30° ASCD  

Fig. 13 shows the CO2 distribution contours of the cross-sectional plot drawn from the middle of 

the room with 15 occupants. In the simulation, the occupants were assumed to be the source of 

carbon dioxide. As observed in Windcatcher with 30° ASCD  

Fig. 13 (a), the windcatcher supplied fresh air at 382ppm inside the room with most of it directed 

towards the central area. Some of the fresh air can be observed entering the exhaust stream of the 

windcatcher which indicates fresh air short-circuiting. In    Windcatcher with 30° ASCD  

Fig. 13 (b), the fresh airflow was re-directed towards the corner of the room and away from the 

exhaust stream. Corners of the room with ASCD windcatcher showed lower CO2 concentration 

and a better overall CO2 distribution was also observed.  

Windcatcher with 30° ASCD  

Fig. 13 (a) and Windcatcher with 30° ASCD  

Fig. 13 (b) reveal that more homogenous fresh air distribution can be seen in the room with 

windcatcher with ASCD than the reference case. However, in the reference case the fresh air had 

the highest concentration in the middle of the room and occupants in the corners were more 

exposed to higher CO2 concentration which proves the capability of ASCD to raise indoor air 

quality especially in educational space.  
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(a) The reference windcatcher. 

 

(b) Windcatcher with 30° ASCD  

Fig. 13. (a) CO2 analysis inside the room with the reference windcatcher, (b) CO2 analysis inside the room with 30° 
ASCD windcatcher. 
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Fig. 14 shows the CO2 distribution contours of the midplane drawn from the diffuser channel of 

the windcatcher. As observed, the supply channels for both windcatchers (with and without 

ASCD) were supplying fresh air at 382ppm. It is clear that the airflow exiting the exhaust 

channel of the windcatcher without ASCD had a lower CO2 concentration as compare to the 

windcatcher with a 30° ASCD. This indicates that the addition of ASCD improved the 

circulation of the flow inside the room and also enhanced the extraction of stale air inside the 

room. It is also evident from Fig. 14 (left), that some of the fresh air from the supply was exiting 

the exhaust channel without entering the room. 

  

Fig. 14. CO2 concentration contour in diffuser plane in windcahcer without ASCD (left) and with 30° ASCD (right). 

 

Fig. 15 shows the CO2 distribution contours at 1m (sitting height) and 1.7m (standing height) 

respectively. In the model, the occupants were assumed to be standing hence a higher 
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concentration was observed in the 1.7m contour. As observed, the 30° ASCD clearly lowered the 

average CO2 concentration inside the room for both heights.  The fresh air had more homogenous 

distribution with lower concentration in the room with ASCD windcatcher (b and d in Fig. 15). 

In addition, the average of CO2 concentration was 40 PPM lower than reference case. 

Furthermore, very high CO2 concentration (red spots) can be observed near heads of the students 

in the classroom with the reference windcatcher in Fig. 15 (c) except for those who were in the 

middle, but these hot spots were reduced considerably in classroom with 30° ASCD windcahcer 

(Fig. 15 (d)). 
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Fig. 15. CO2 concentration contour in 1 m height plane in reference windcatcher (a) and windcahcer with 30° ASCD 
(b) and in 1.7 m height plane in reference windcatcher (c) and windcatcher with 30° ASCD (d). 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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4 Conclusion 

The review of previous works on windcatchers showed that several authors have observed the 

short-circuiting effect in windcatchers but did not assess it or quantify it in details. This study 

presents several methods which can be used to assess this effect and also prevent it using anti 

short-circuit device (ASCD) which is a new windcatcher component acts such as a fin to direct 

the air flow in diffuser of windcatcher. The research consisted of experiment of reduced-scale 

models in wind tunnel and CFD simulation. The CFD modelling was validated using wind tunnel 

testing and good correlation was observed. The average errors for all the models were all below 

10%. The study used atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) flows to simulate the ASCD 

windcatcher with various ASCD angle. The approach flow profile considered obeyed the power 

law with an exponent of 0.25 which corresponds to a sub-urban terrain. The simulated airflow 

speeds were based on low-wind speed conditions of Malaysia.  

Different ASCD angles were examined by investigating the ventilation performance of the 

windcatcher with various angles (20º to 90º). It was found that the ASCD windcatcher with 

angles between 20°-80° prevented fresh air from entering the exhaust region. The addition of 

ASCD (20°-80°) showed that the fresh airflow was re-directed towards the corner of the room 

and away from the exhaust channel. The analysis also showed that lower ASCD angles (20°-40°) 

can slightly reduce the average airflow supply speed because the ASCD at lower angles blocks a 

large area of the diffuser. The calculation was based on a room with 15 occupants and wind 

speed of 2.5m/s. The velocity contour plots created at sitting and standing breathing heights with 

respect to ASHRAE55, to observe the overall airflow indoor distribution in windcatchers with 

ASCD and the reference windcatcher.  

The CO2 concentration analysis proved to be a useful indicator of short-circuiting in 

windcatchers. The reference windcatcher without ASCD showed that fresh air was directed 

towards middle of the room lowering the CO2 concentration in this area but higher CO2 

concentration was observed in the left and right corners of the room, which was in agreement 

with the airflow distribution analysis. The CO2 concentration in the exhaust of a windcatcher 

with ASCD was 20ppm higher, indicating that it was more effective in terms of removing stale 

air out of the room. In addition, the windcatcher without ASCD showed 8% higher CO2 
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concentration in the room indicating that ASCD was more effective in terms of removing stale 

air out of the room. 

Likewise, the results demonstrated that the ASCD windcatcher (angles between 20°-80°) could 

supply from 40- 51 l/s per occupant which is significantly higher than the minimum requirement 

that recommended by ASHRAE62.2 and BS BS5925 standards. In addition, the average air 

velocity of 1 m height horizontal (sitting) plane in the room with ASCD windcatcher was 19% to 

28% higher than reference windcatcher (without ASCD) while this increase for 1.7 m height 

horizontal (standing) plane was 27-37%. Therefore, it could be concluded that the addition of 

ASCD lowered the CO2 concentration and improved the indoor air quality and simultaneously 

raised the ventilation performance of the windcatcher. 
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